August 28, 2020
Senator Lamar Alexander
Chairman
Senate Committee on Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions
428 Senate Dirksen Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
Senator Patty Murray
Ranking Member
Senate Committee on Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions
428 Senate Dirksen Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Chairman Alexander and Ranking Member Murray:
We write to request that you immediately call on U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
Commissioner Stephen M. Hahn and U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
Director Robert R. Redfield to testify before the Senate Committee on Health, Education, Labor,
and Pensions (HELP) for a hearing regarding the Trump Administration’s politicization of the
coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic response and the undue political influence of
the White House on these public health agencies.
It is essential that the federal government develop and implement public health policies that are
guided by science, facts, and medical principles—not the political whims of the President. Yet,
throughout the COVID-19 pandemic, the Trump Administration has reportedly repeatedly
pressured the FDA and CDC into decisions based on political motivations rather than sound
public health principles and scientific evidence.
This past week, in which the FDA issued an Emergency Use Authorization under questionable
circumstances for the use of convalescent plasma to treat COVID-19, and the CDC released new
guidelines – “in contravention of common sense … [that] contradict what we know about how to
stem the spread of the pandemic”1 – appears to represent a low point for the Administration’s
ability to let sound public health principles and science guide the response to the pandemic. This
politicized decision process has resulted in an ongoing, tragic failure to contain the virus, costing
tens of thousands of American lives, plunging the economy into a recession, and compromising
the integrity of the CDC and FDA as these agencies make critical decisions about COVID-19
treatments and vaccines.
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Political Pressures Appear to Have Affected CDC Guidance on Testing and Other Key
Public Health Actions
COVID-19 Testing Guidelines. President Trump has repeatedly pushed to “Slow the testing
down”2 and downplay the importance of COVID-19 testing. He appears to have prioritized
artificially lowering the official COVID-19 case count over enacting proven public health
measures to contain the spread of the virus—saying “testing is a double-edged sword” and
explaining that “when you do testing to that extent, you’re going to find more people; you’re
going to find more cases.”3 Now, this week, the CDC issued new testing guidance calling for
significantly fewer people to get tested.4 Public health experts have deemed this guidance
“potentially dangerous,” a “step in the wrong direction,” and a “walk-back” that could reduce
visibility into COVID-19’s spread.5
Asymptomatic patients (people infected with the virus who do not show symptoms) and presymptomatic patients (people infected with the virus who have not yet started showing
symptoms) can be significant vectors for the spread of COVID-19 to others. In April, researchers
analyzing a set of COVID-19 patients found that 44 percent were infected from pre-symptomatic
cases. 6 Meanwhile, the World Health Organization states that “transmission can…occur from
people who… remain asymptomatic.”7 Identifying and isolating pre- and asymptomatic COVID19 carriers is critical to containing the virus, and one former health commissioner noted that
“these are exactly the people who should be tested.”8 Indeed, public health experts have
consistently indicated that a robust testing program that can identify asymptomatic or presymptomatic individuals is critical to controlling the disease. 9
CDC guidance on COVID-19 testing previously reflected the reality that asymptomatic patients
can carry and transmit the virus. The previous guidance, last updated on July 17th, included both
“asymptomatic individuals with recent known or suspected exposure to SARS-CoV-2
transmission” and “asymptomatic individuals without known or suspected exposure to SARSCoV-2 for early identification in special settings” on a list of “five populations for which SARS-
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CoV-2 [the virus that causes COVID-19] testing with viral tests…is appropriate.”10 On August
24th, however, the CDC updated its guidance, which now states that individuals that “have been
in close contact (within 6 feet) of a person with a COVID-19 infection for at least 15 minutes but
do not have symptoms…do not necessarily need a test.”11
Initially, the CDC has not provided an explanation for these testing guideline changes, instead
referring inquiries to the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS). In response, Dr.
Brett Giroir, the Assistant Secretary for Health at HHS and the Administration official
responsible for testing, stated that the guidance “received appropriate attention, consultation and
input from task force experts,”12 and was “updated to reflect current evidence and best public
health practices.”13 HHS, however, “has not specified what change in ‘current evidence’ may
have driven the change;” meanwhile, a CDC official has told the press that the change “[came]
from the top down” and was driven by “pressure from the upper ranks of the Trump
Administration.”14 After the criticism, Director Redfield issued a statement walking back the
new guidelines but did not formally reverse them, leading to even more confusion. 15
CDC’s Re-opening Guidance on Other Matters. The updated testing guidance is not the first
time that the agency has modified or revoked public health guidelines under pressure from
President Trump or other Administration officials. In April, for example, the CDC announced an
extension of its “No Sail” order, which prohibited cruise ship voyages to mitigate COVID-19’s
spread.16 Vice President Pence reportedly ordered the CDC to remove the announcements of the
extension from its website, then interfered to shorten the duration of the order, despite substantial
evidence that cruise ships have been a major source of coronavirus outbreaks. 17 In May, the
Administration reportedly under pressure from Administration officials, shelved draft CDC
guidance for churches and other places of worship that called for mitigation efforts, such as
limiting the size of in-person gatherings, maintaining distance between attendees, and reopening
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in phases, then abruptly reversed course after President Trump warned them that “You better put
it out.”18
And in July, President Trump and Vice President Pence once again exerted public pressure on
the CDC to revise its guidelines, this time for schools. On July 7, President Trump stated, “we’re
very much going to put pressure on governors and everybody else to open the schools…Get open
in the fall. We want your schools open.”19 On July 8, he tweeted, “I disagree with @CDCgov on
their very tough & expensive guidelines for opening schools. While they want them open, they
are asking schools to do very impractical things. I will be meeting with them!!!”20 In response,
the CDC issued new guidance documents for schools on July 23, including a statement entitled,
“The Importance of Reopening America’s Schools this Fall.”21 The White House reviewed this
statement and reportedly substantially edited at least one of the updated documents.22 As with the
changes to guidelines for cruise ships and houses of worship, the Administration appears to have
prioritized its political interest in reopening over the advice of the CDC’s public health experts,
undermining the public credibility of the guidance issued by the agency and making the ongoing
pandemic significantly worse. Director Redfield permitted these changes.
Political Pressures May Have Also Influenced Certain Authorizations at the FDA
Hydroxychloroquine. In March 2020, the FDA issued an emergency use authorization (EUA)
for the malaria drug hydroxychloroquine’s use as a treatment for COVID-19 after receiving
pressure to do so from President Trump. In March, President Trump declared the malaria drug
hydroxychloroquine a “game changer” against COVID-19 and asked the FDA to fast-track its
approval.23 The FDA issued an EUA for the drug on March 28, but less than a month later, on
April 24, it warned that hydroxychloroquine is “has not been shown to be safe and effective” for
treating COVID-19 and should not be used outside of hospitals and clinical trials, and it revoked
the EUA altogether on June 15.24
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Convalescent Plasma. Convalescent plasma—the liquid component of blood from a recovering
disease patient that contains antibodies—can be used to treat certain infections.25 Since the start
of the COVID-19 pandemic, scientists have examined the possibility of using convalescent
plasma as a treatment for COVID-19, and a recent study of 20,000 COVID-19 patients found
that COVID-19 plasma treatment is safe to use.26 Though plasma may not harm patients,
however the FDA initially chose to hold off on issuing an EUA for blood plasma after top
government scientists—including Dr. Anthony Fauci and Dr. Francis Collins—publicly urged
the FDA to wait before reviewing more convincing effectiveness data.27
But after Dr. Peter Navarro, a key White House official, reportedly accused FDA scientists of
serving the “Deep State,”28 and President Trump accused FDA officials of “slow-walking the
therapy to harm his reelection chances,”29 the FDA issued an EUA for convalescent plasma as a
COVID-19 treatment on August 23.30 After the FDA issued its EUA, public health officials
expressed concerns that “the scientific integrity of FDA may be significantly compromised” and
that “science lost” while “politics won.”31
The politicization of our nation’s science agencies is dangerous. It has resulted in a failed
response to the pandemic, costing thousands of American lives. And it has caused Americans to
lose confidence in the integrity of these agencies – meaning that already fraught agency
decisions about vaccines, treatments, and other efforts to stop the pandemic will be made even
more difficult. The Senate HELP Committee must seek answers from Dr. Hahn and Dr. Redfield
about undue political influence in the COVID-19 response. We request that you hold a hearing
immediately.
Sincerely,
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_________________________
/s/
Elizabeth Warren
United States Senator

/s/
_________________________
Tim Kaine
United States Senator

/s/
____________________________
Tammy Baldwin
United States Senator
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___________________________
Tina Smith
United States Senator

____________________________
/s/
Margaret Wood Hassan
United States Senator

____________________________
/s/
Doug Jones
United States Senator

____________________________
/s/
Christopher S. Murphy
United States Senator

_____________________________
/s/
Bernard Sanders
United States Senator

____________________________
/s/
Robert P. Casey Jr.
United States Senator

_____________________________
/s/
Jacky Rosen
United States Senator
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